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Abstract:

Akber  and  Iqbal  were  class ica l  poets  of

Sub-Continent. They presented unique economical

ideas in therir poetry. They proved in their poetry

that agriculture, trade and industry is backbone of

economy. These three elements are essential for

the prosperity of any society. Their poetry

indicates the problems of labourers, farmers and

artists of this country. They presented economical

structure of Sub-Continent and also discussed

international economical ideas in their poetry.

According to their economical point of view, all

human beings are equal and all resources belong to

Allah. They introduced ideal Islamic economical

system for the well being of humanity.
















































 




  


































 


















 












 














 



















 
























 































 



 


































 























 






 




























 








 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 






